Assessment of vaginal atrophy: a review.
The aim of this study is to provide an evidence-based definition of vaginal atrophy (VA) and present an overview of subjective and objective measurements of VA applicable in clinical practice and research. A systematic literature search was performed in MEDLINE and EMBASE to identify studies reporting on measurement properties of diagnostic instruments for VA. Additional searches in MEDLINE aimed to document the definitions, diagnostic criteria, and outcome measures of VA. Studies reporting on definitions, diagnosis, outcome measurements, and measurement properties of diagnostic instruments of VA were selected. Specific symptoms for VA that were consistently described could be identified to suggest an evidence-based definition of VA. As subjective outcome measurements, seven scoring systems to assess the signs of VA during physical examination were identified. The most bothersome symptom (MBS) approach is most useful in clinical practice and research as it focuses on the most common symptoms of VA. As objective outcome measurements, numerous ways to assess vaginal cytology and vaginal pH were identified. At the moment, there is no consensus on the definition and assessment of VA. We propose to define VA as a common manifestation of estrogen decline associated with specific symptoms of which the most common are: vaginal dryness, itching or irritation, and dyspareunia. In both clinical and research settings, subjective assessment (the MBS approach) and objective assessments of VA (measurement of vaginal maturation index and vaginal pH) should be combined.